DATA SHEET

Automated Data Preparation for Enterprises
Wealthport's artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)-driven software enables businesses to integrate new data 10x faster and reduce
manual work in data preparation by 20x. Wealthport makes this possible by radically improving data quality and automating
data cleaning, matching and categorisation of products or oﬀerings.
Wealthport’s Software as a Service (SaaS) features a user-friendly web interface designed for non-technical users. Unlike
traditional rule-based ETL or scripting tools, Wealthport is a ‘plug-and-play' system that continuously learns from business
expert feedback and adapts to constantly changing data formats, structures, and nomenclatures.
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Solution
Integrate and map data with different structures and formats
into a single data schema (e.g. from legacy systems)
Clean, correct and normalise data attributes such as name,
unit, supplier, dimensions, etc.
Categorise data and map categories from suppliers to
internal categories or nomenclature
Create segments and correct miscategorisations
Identify conﬁgurable attributes and cluster oﬀerings
Extract attributes from one ﬁeld and reallocate values to the
corresponding attribute column

Benefits
Integrate new data 10x faster by automating the schema
mapping process
Speed up time to market by reducing time spent on preparing
or updating data before publishing online or offline
Scale up data management by using AI technology to
clean, integrate and categorise large data volumes faster
and more accurately
Reduce manual work by 20x for sales and IT staff by
automating routine data preparation activities
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Technical Features
Cloud-based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
Supported data formats: TXT, CSV, XLS, JSON and XML
Supported data sources: standard file systems, NoSQL,
JDBC/ODBC, Hadoop and S3
Upload data via the Web application, RESTful API or
ingest data directly from accessible storage
Upload limits: 5 GB via Web app and 5 TB through the API
Extremely scalable due to in-memory processing technology
OAuth2-based Identity Management Server with
enterprise-grade authentication and authorisation features

Pricing
Pricing is determined by the following factors to give you
maximum ﬂexibility and control over costs: data volume,
upload frequency, turnaround time, support response
time and choice of processing location.

Interested?
Wealthport oﬀers a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) service to help
you evaluate our service. Contact info@wealthport.com or
call +41 43 508 50 96 for more information.
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